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ASIA

  India: Slower growth and test polls
at risk for PM Modi as a result of
demonetisation
Event
Nearly three months after the demonetisation measure was taken, its negative impact continues to be felt on
the Indian economic activity. Weakened industrial production and delayed consumer demand are the most
significant consequences. According to recent IMF estimates, GDP growth is expected to fall from 7.6% to
6.6% in the 2016/17 fiscal year (ending in March 2017). Then, as the cash shortage fades, a rebound in
total economic activity is forecast at +7.2% in the 2017/18 fiscal year. On the budget side, the central
government is still likely to slightly reduce its deficit towards 3.8% of GDP. Its commitment to fiscal
consolidation is unchanged with a view to reversing the evolution of a heavy public debt close to 70% of
GDP. New Delhi hopes that a structural fiscal boost will come from the National Goods and Services Tax
(GST) which is nevertheless not expected to be implemented before the third quarter of 2017 at the
earliest.  

Impact on country risk
Since demonetisation has hit the rural poor the most, upcoming key state elections are uncertain to benefit
Mr Modi’s BJP party. They will tell whether Modi’s gamble on launching a badly prepared policy mostly
motivated by anti-corruption and tax evasion grounds, delivers the desired political outcomes. Elections in
Uttar Pradesh (to be held from mid-February), a rural poor and the country’s most populous state, will be a
crucial test for PM Modi not only to assess his government room for manoeuvre for moving forward reforms
but also to assess his popularity. His centralised style of governance is indeed becoming more controversial
for India’s institutional balance and within his party. Failure to achieve the necessary electoral gains, a
possibility after the defeat at Bihar elections in 2016 and given the demonetisation context, might weaken
his intra-party position. On the other hand, a victory for a PM seen as a charismatic man of action will
greatly strengthen his personalised rule and chances of a second PM mandate.  
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EUROPE

  Azerbaijan : Manat allowed to freely
float amid continued forex reserves
depletion
Event
On 12 January, the Central Bank of Azerbaijan (CBA) eventually opted for a fully free-floating system for the
manat, after having moved, last year already, to a floating system within an exchange rate corridor. Moreover,
existing soft currency controls are expected to be eased too. Since then, the manat, which had tumbled by
100% in 2015 via a double devaluation and by a further 15% last year, has depreciated by around 10%
against the USD. Such decision had become inevitable in front of high pressures on the manat and as the
CBA’s currency interventions to defend it substantially shrank foreign exchange reserves (by 2/3 compared
with the end of 2014). The rapid deterioration of the liquidity situation even required the financial contribution
from the large SOFAZ sovereign oil fund. Since an extra USD 4 billion will be transferred to the CBA this year
to ease potential liquidity pressures, the SOFAZ is expected to record a second successive annual deficit. 

Impact on country risk
The manat’s continued depreciation is raising risks for the highly dollarised Azerbaijani banking sector which
is burdened by heavy bad loans. In the coming months, the manat is expected to remain on a downward
trend against a strong USD before gradually stabilising. The oil-driven economy is indeed hit by a decreasing
oil production – structurally and as a result of the temporary cut following the OPEC deal – and lower oil
prices. The rebound in prices is forecast to bring GDP growth into a slightly positive area this year after a
sharp recession in 2016, but is far from the required level to balance the budget. Besides, the evolution of
foreign exchange reserves, currently at an adequate 3 months of import cover, will depend on an uncertain oil
price level and might thus fall further. Interest rates and inflation – especially of food and energy prices
exacerbated by the manat’s decline – are likely to stay in double digits. Faced with heightened risks of social
unrest, Azerbaijani authorities will try to keep public spending high while planning to diversify the economy
away from oil, particularly towards gas and other industries such as manufacturing. Meanwhile, though the
latest CBA move and SOFAZ liquidity support are likely to favour economic adjustments and somewhat
improve investor confidence, future economic developments will still much depend on the oil price level. In
this uncertain climate, Credendo’s ratings should stabilise at 4/7 for the short-term political risk and at the
highest C/C category for the commercial risk in the coming months.
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LATIN AMERICA

  Nicaragua: Re-elected president
makes policy continuity likely but
economic challenges loom
Event
This month, Daniel Ortega was sworn in for a third consecutive term as Nicaragua's president, with his wife
Rosario Murillo as the new vice president. Ortega ruled in 1979-90 and for two consecutive terms since
2007. He was re-elected president for a third term in November 2016 with about 72% of the vote. The
election results have been criticised by the opposition who fears Ortega is trying to install an autocratic
family rule. Also internationally, criticism is swelling due to moves towards increased state control.

Impact on country risk
It is likely that the policy will continue through Ortega's third five-year term. In the past years, the country
has enjoyed a healthy growth rate (forecast at 4.3% in 2017), single-digit inflation (6.8% expected in 2017)
and moderate debt service levels despite relatively high external debt (82.4% of GDP at the end of 2016).
Under Ortega, the Central American state has also reduced poverty in one of the poorest countries in the
Western hemisphere. However, Nicaragua could face economic challenges in the coming years. Venezuela
is scaling back its aid due to the severe economic crisis it is experiencing. Venezuelan petrodollars have
been financing the large, persistent Nicaraguan current account deficits (expected at -8.7% of GDP in 2017)
in the past years and a sudden stop could negatively affect the balance of payments. Additionally, it is
possible that a US bill blocking access to loans from international lending organisations will be signed into
law (the Nicaraguan Investment Conditionality Act (NICA)). The act was signed by the House of Parliaments
citing critical lack of government transparency in the country. This act, if approved by the Senate and signed
by Trump, could affect World Bank and Inter-American Development Bank loans and weaken perceptions
on the overall investment climate. It could also affect growth, negatively impact debt service ratios, disturb
the stability of the balance of payments and worsen structural fiscal deficits (estimated at -1.6% of GDP in
2017) as the country is very reliant on aid.
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  Iran: Experiencing presidential
jitters
Event
This month, Iran saw some uncertainties increasing, triggered by ‘presidential’ news. First, former Iranian
president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani died. Rafsanjani was president from 1989 to 1997 but remained an
influential figure after his presidency. He was a key force in moderate Iranian politics and his parting is seen
as a blow to moderate president Hassan Rouhani who stands for re-election in May 2017. Secondly, US
president Trump took office after a campaign marked by strong anti-Iranian rhetoric. Only a couple of days
in office, Trump already signed an executive order (known as the Muslim ban) barring people from Iran (as
well as Iraq, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria and Yemen) from entering the US for 90 days. The US also called
for an emerging UN Security Council Meeting on Iran following a ballistic missile test. 

Impact on country risk

Factional tensions between moderates and conservatives are increasing inside the country due to the
upcoming presidential elections and the high age of the Ayatollah. This has resulted in an unprecedented
level of allegations of high-level government corruption of the inner circle of Rouhani. The president is also
facing mounting criticism due to the slow return of foreign investments and the reluctance of international
banks to finance deals after nuclear sanctions were lifted. Rafsanjani's death is seen as an additional blow
for Rouhani’s re-election. Nevertheless, the latter’s prospects to win a second term in May remain
reasonably strong as there is no obvious conservative candidate. The election of Trump entails the biggest
uncertainty for Iran. Trump stated during his campaign that he would “dismantle the disastrous nuclear deal”
but also that he would “enforce it like you've never seen a contract enforced before”. The recent call for an
emergency UN security meeting might prove to be a first step of the new US policy under Trump. However,
the potential improvement in the US-Russian relationship could mitigate the risk of an escalation in tensions
between Iran and the US. In addition, the Trump administration may find the deal hard to unwind or to push
through harsh US (extraterritorial) sanctions as these risks backlash with the EU, the UK, Russia and China.
Nonetheless, new US sanctions are not unlikely and international banks will probably remain reluctant
towards Iran due to concerns over the potential harsher policy of the new US administration.
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AFRICA

  Côte d'Ivoire : Recent stability not
to be taken for granted
Event
On 6 January, a wave of mutinies began after soldiers seized Bouaké, the country’s second largest city.
Over the weekend, it spread to other cities (including Abidjan) and the defence minister was even briefly
kidnapped. On 13 January, a deal was struck with the government who promised to pay owed bonuses and
improve soldiers’ living conditions in return for the soldiers going back to their barracks. To reaffirm his
control, president Ouattara sacked army and police chiefs. This happened almost simultaneously with the
resignation of Prime Minister Duncan and the dissolving of the government in anticipation of the
implementation of a new constitution passed in a referendum in October 2016.

Impact on country risk
In 2014, another army mutiny also resulted in financial settlements, as the government has little option but
to pay and stem the damage being done to the country’s image. Also now, the swiftness with which the
mutiny was quelled reassured investors. In fact, the mutiny appears to have done little to dent faith in the
president’s ability to continue the success story of one of Africa’s best performing economies. Côte d’Ivoire’s
economic and financial fundamentals improved significantly since 2011 while strong policymaking and
reforms remain on track. However, between 2001 and 2011, the country was tarnished by conflict and
political crises, resulting in an army that consists of a patchwork of ex-warlords and rebels integrated into
the national army. Most of the soldiers that left the barracks in January were former rebels in the brief civil
war (in which 3,000 people were killed) that followed the 2010 elections, won by Ouattara. Even though
there is little chance for a return to a full-blown civil conflict, the president’s failure to rein in the army could
still threaten economic recovery and political stability, which makes lacking military reform and reconciliation
foremost loopholes for the West African nation’s outlook. Besides, these army factions emphasise general
civil servants’ grievances of feeling left out of the economic boom.
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